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BACKGROUND
1.

Montgomery County, Maryland ("County"), has authority to regulate cable

operator equipment and installation rates under Section 623 ofthe Cable Communications Policy
Act of 1984, 47 U.S.C. § 543, as amended ("Cable Act"), and Montgomery County Executive
Regulation No. 08A.29.02 (Oct. 12, 1993) ("Executive Regulation" or "ER").

The Federal

Communications Commission ("FCC") has developed forms that an operator subject to
regulation must file to justify equipment rates.
2.

On or about October 1,2007, Comcast Cable Communications, Inc. ("Comcast"),

filed with the County FCC Form 1205, "Determining Regulated Equipment and Installation
Costs, 'Equipment Form'" ("October 2007 Form 1205"), seeking the County's approval of a
change in the maximum permitted rates for equipment and installation.

At the same time

Comcast filed FCC Form 1240, regarding basic cable service, which is the subject of a separate
County order.
3.

The Office of Cable and Communication Services received and preliminarily

reviewed the October 2007 Form 1205 and published notice that such filing was available for
public review and comment.
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The County's financial consultants, Ashpaugh & Sculco, CPAs, PLC, and Front

Range Consulting, Inc. ("Consultants"), reviewed the October 2007 Form 1205 on behalf of the
County and several other communities that had received the same Form 1205 rate filing.
5.

The Consultants and the County engaged in extensive discussions with Comcast

seeking the information necessary to resolve the issues addressed herein.

While Comcast

provided some additional information in response to the County's inquiries, Comcast did not
provide all the information requested. The information provided by Comcast is reflected in this
Order and in the Final Report Regarding the 2008 FCC Form 1205 filed by Comcast Cable
Communications, LLC, provided by Consultants in February, 2008 ("Initial Consultant Report"),
and the Supplemental Report on Comcast's 2007 FCC Form 1205 provided by Consultants in
September 2008 ("Supplemental Consultant Report"), which are appended as Attachment 1
(collectively, "Consultant Reports").
6.

On September 15, 2008, the County delivered to Comcast for comment a courtesy

draft of this rate order, including the Consultant Reports. Comcast submitted its comments on
September 22, 2008, in the form of a letter from Joshua Bokee to MaIjorie L. Williams
("Comcast Comments").
7.

Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") rules place the burden on the

cable operator to prove that its rates for basic service and equipment are reasonable under
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The County has provided

Comcast with ample opportunity to provide the necessary support for its rates. To the extent
Comcast has failed to carry its burden of proof, the County may reject Comcast's rates, set rates
itself based on the best available information, and order refunds. See, e.g., Comcast Cablevision
of Tallahassee, Inc.: Appeal ofLocal Rate Order of City of Tallahassee, Fla., DA 95-1561, 10

FCC Red 7686 at ~m 28-29,37,48-49, and 54 (1995) ("Tallahassee").

II.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
8.

As noted in the Order of the County Executive Setting Cable Television Rates for

Equipment and Installations Pursuant to FCC Form 1205 Filed April 2, 2007, issued March 31,
2008 ("March 2008 Rate Order"),

~~

9-23, Comcast offers subscribers an inside wire

maintenance plan ("IWMP") called the Service Protection Plan. If the subscriber elects to
purchase this plan, Comcast charges the subscriber a monthly fee, and the subscriber does not
have to pay for certain trouble calls involving inside wiring. If the subscriber does not purchase
this plan, Comcast charges the subscriber separately for each such trouble call. Initial Consultant
Report at 3.
9.

The IWMP covers wiring that is used for cable service, telephone service, and

high-speed data service. Because the IWMP covers wiring used for services other than cable
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service, Comcast considers it unregulated. However, Comcast included the costs and service
hours associated with the IWMP in its Form 1205 calculations for the Hourly Service Charge
(HSC) for regulated equipment and installations. Initial Consultant Report at 3; Supplemental
Consultant Report at 1. Comcast agrees that it included hours and costs "potentially covered by
the IWMP" in its Form 1205 calculations. Comcast Comments at 1.
10.

The purpose of Form 1205 is to allow the cable operator to recover the cost of

regulated, not unregulated equipment and installations. Thus, a cable operator should include
j

only the costs and hours for regulated equipment and installations in its Form 1205 calculations.
11.

During the County's review of the October 2007 Form 1205, the Consultants and

the County conducted extensive investigations seeking to obtain sufficient information from
Comcast to isolate the costs and hours for regulated equipment and installations, excluding those
for unregulated activities. Comcast stated that it did not have such information.
12.

Comcast argued that there was no difference between calculations excluding the

unregulated data, and calculations including the unregulated data.

Supplemental Consultant

Report at 1-2. For reasons stated in the March 2008 Rate Order at

mr 19-21, that conclusion is

not plausible.

Comcast has not provided sufficient evidence to demonstrate its claim with

sufficient reliability to justify its commingling ofunregulated with regulated data, which is not in
accord with the principles of FCC rate regulation. On the contrary, as indicated below, the
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Consultants' review shows that the results differ depending on whether or not unregulated data
are included.
13.

On July 15,2008, as a way of checking the validity of Comcast's conclusions on

limited sample data, Consultants requested Comcast to provide copies of work orders for the first
159 trouble calls by date in a sample of 319 inside wiring trouble calls previously identified by
Comcast, or, if start and stop times were not included on those past work orders, with a sample
covering the first 15 days of August, 2008, for that system, identifying those work orders that
were and were not covered by the IWMP.
14.

On September 5, 2008, Comcast provided the County with a sample of the first

fifteen days in August of 2008 for the Augusta sample system. Supplemental Consultant Report
at 1.
15.

Comcast's Sept. 5 data revealed a number of anomalies. Among other things,

some work orders referred to work outside the demarcation point, which is not properly included
in the regulated rate base for consumer premises equipment and installation. Some referred to
problems with set-top boxes; those costs should have been recovered directly in the set-top box
rates, rather than in the HSC, leading to some uncertainty as to whether they had been doublecounted. Supplemental Consultant Report at 2.
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In addition, the work orders provided by Comcast appeared to indicate that the

necessary information was in fact available in Comcast's internal records, whether or not
Comcast had aggregated it into statistical reports.
17.

The Consultants' analysis of the Comcast sample data shows that Comcast's

commingling of data on regulated and unregulated activities does not accurately represent the
HSC for regulated activities only. Supplemental Consultant Report at 1-2.
18.

Due to the small size of the Comcast sample, the sample information itself cannot

be used to recalculate the HSC. Supplemental Consultant Report at 2.
19.

Accordingly, the best available way to ensure that Comcast's regulated rates are

reasonable is to offset against the combined regulated and unregulated costs the unregulated
revenues corresponding to those costs, as indicated in the Initial Consultant Report.
Supplemental Consultant Report at 2.
20.

The Comcast Comments do not alter this conclusion. As noted above, Comcast

acknowledges that it is commingling regulated and unregulated activities in its Form 1205
calculations. Comeast Comments at 1. Comcast continues to argue that its calculations show an
exact time match, but does not show that these calculations accurately back out the unregulated
activities from the rate base. Comcast Comments at 2. Comcast also appears to acknowledge
that the Consultants' analysis revealed that the times were not the same, but argues that the
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difference is not "material" or "dramatic" and hence should be ignored. Comcast Comments at
2. The fact that there is such a difference, however, shows that Comcast's combination of data
on regulated and unregulated activities cannot be used to calculate the rates correctly pursuant to
FCC regulations.
21.

Comcast also appears to argue that, having obtained the limited sample used to

check Comcast's conclusions, Consultants were obliged to use that sample to determine
Comcast's national Form 1205 rates. Comcast Comments at 2. The sample, however, was
obtained to test Comcast's claim that the inclusion of unregulated activities made no difference.
As indicated above, it did provide sufficient evidence to show that Comcast's methodology was
unreliable and that Comcast was in possession of information it had previously said it could not
produce, which bore directly upon the determination of the regulated rates. The sample size was
chosen, not (obviously) to provide a broad statistical basis for recalculating Comcast's rates, but
because it was clearly reasonable to require Comeast to provide such a limited sample for test
purposes, in the absence of the full data set originally requested by Consultants.
22.
to regulation."

Comcast argues that the Consultants are "wrongly subjecting unregulated revenue
Comcast Comments at 3.

This is incorrect.

Consultants have only taken

Comcast's unregulated revenue into account for purposes of removing the unregulated activities
that Comcast wrongly included in the regulated rate base. If Comcast had confined its Form
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1205 rate calculations to regulated activities in the first place, there would have been no need to
refer to IWMP revenues. Indeed, it must be kept in mind that these revenues are associated with
the costs and hours that Comcast itself decided to incorporate into its regulated rate base.
Consultants' sole use of such revenues, however, was to back the unregulated activities out of
the Comcast calculations for regulated rates.

No regulation is imposed on Comeast's

unregulated revenues.
23.

Comcast suggests that if an adjustment to the HSC should be made, it should be

only $0.05, based on Comcast's unverified calculations removing all trouble calls (regulated and
unregulated) from the rate base. Comcast Comments at 3. Since the regulated trouble calls do
have to be included in the rate base, however, Comcast's alternate methodology is also
unacceptable. (Nor do the Comcast Comments address the problems with activities outside the
demarcation point and set-top box problems that were identified in Comcast's Sept. 5 data, as
noted above.)
24.

The Comcast Comments claim that the Consultants' analysis is at odds with the

"cooperative spirit" of the rate review. On the contrary, Consultants and the County have given
Comcast every possible opportunity to provide accurate information pursuant to the FCC's rules.
(In particular, the March 2008 Rate Order allowed Comcast's Form 1205 rates to stand for that
period, despite this unresolved issue, but directed Comcast to provide the necessary information
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to resolve the matter in the following rate filing.) Comcast's failure to do so cannot be laid at the
door ofthe County or Consultants.
25.

Based on the best available information, the Consultants concluded that the

correct HSC is $33.58.
26.

The County finds that the adjustment made by the Consultants is reasonable and

appropriate.

IlL

ORDERING CLAUSES

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED THAT:
27.
In

Comcast's maximum permitted rates for equipment and installation are hereby set

accordance with the rates calculated in the Initial Consultant Report, shown as

"Recommended MPR" at 2.

The rates set herein will govern Comcast's equipment and

installation rates until Comcast lawfully implements a further rate change pursuant to applicable
law.
28.

Except as otherwise noted herein, the County adopts the recommendations and the

rationale for the recommendations made by the Consultants.
29.

Any charges for equipment, installation, or other services based on an hourly rate

shall reflect an HSC no greater than the maximum permissible HSC shown above.
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Comcast shall make any rate reductions and refunds that may be necessary based

on the rates indicated above, in accordance with 47 C.F.R. § 76.942(d), with interest computed at
applicable rates published by the Internal Revenue Service for tax refunds and additional tax
payments, pursuant to 47 C.F.R. § 76.942(e), no later than January 2,2009.
31.

Pursuant to ER § 5.2, Comcast shall file with the County within ninety (90) days

from the date of this Order a certification, signed by an authorized representative of Comcast,
stating whether Comcast has complied fully with all provisions of this Order, describing in detail
the precise measures taken to implement this Order.
32.

Comcast shall not charge any rates for regulated equipment or installation higher

than the rates set herein, nor increase those rates, nor impose on subscribers any other charges for
regulated equipment or installation not specified herein or in the County's previous rate orders,
unless such charge is first filed with and approved by the County, in accordance with applicable
law and regulations, including but not limited to the notice requirements imposed by 47 C.F.R.

§ 76. 1603(d), or as otherwise expressly permitted by applicable law and regulations.
33.

Comcast may charge rates less than the maximum rates indicated above for

regulated equipment and installation, as long as such rates comply with applicable law and are
applied in a uniform and nondiscriminatory manner, pursuant to federal, state, and local laws and
regulations.
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Pursuant to ER § 4.3, the rates set herein are subject to further reduction and

refund to the extent permitted under applicable law and regulations, as the same may be
amended.
35.

The findings herein are based on the representations of Comcast.

Should

information come to the County's attention that these representations were inaccurate in any
material way, the County reserves the right to take appropriate action. This Order is not to be
construed as a finding that the County has accepted as correct any specific entry, explanation or
argument made by Comcast not specifically addressed herein.
36.

The County reserves all of its rights with respect to rate regulation, including, but

not limited to, any right it may have to reopen this rate proceeding based on new information or
rulings by governing authority, if it appears that such new information or rulings could alter the
reasonable rates prescribed by FCC regulations, pursuant to ER § 4.3.
37.

This Order constitutes the written decision required by 47 C.F.R. § 76.936(a).

38.

To the extent that the Executive Regulation would impose deadlines or hearing

requirements more stringent than those observed with respect to this process, and waiver of such
requirements would be consistent with applicable FCC regulations and would not cause
substantial harm to any party, the. County Executive hereby waives such requirements, pursuant
to ER § 6.1(c).
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This Order shall be effective immediately upon its approval by the County

Executive, pursuant to ER § 4.1.
40.

This Order shall be released to the public and to Comcast, and a public notice

shall be published stating that this Order has been issued and is available for review, pursuant to
ER § 4.1 and 47 C.F.R. § 76.936(b).

m-/7.J coP
Date
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ASHPAUGH & SCULCO, CPAs, PLC.
Certified Public Accountants and Consultants

Ashpaugh & Sculco, CPAs, PLC

Front Range Consulting, Inc.

1133 Louisiana Avenue, Suite 106
Winter Park, FL 32789

4152 Bell Mountain Drive
Castle Rock, CO 8oio4

.September 12, 2008
Frederick E. Ellrod III; Esquire
Miller & Van Eaton, P.L.L.C.
1155 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 1000
Washington, DC 20036
Subject:

Supplemental Report on Comcast's 2007 FCC Form 1205

Dear Mr. Ellrod:
Ashpaugh & Sculco, CPAs, PLC and Front Range Consulting, Inc. (collectively the
"Consultants") have been engaged by local franchise authorities (the ILFAs") across the
country to review the FCC Form 1205 filed by Comeast on or about March 1,2007 and
April 1,2007. 1 We issued our Report on the Comcast Form 1205 in February of 2008.
As part of that original Report, we identified several problems with the Form 1205 as
filed by Comcast.
One of the identified problems was the inclusion in the "trouble call" activity
component of the 1205 of non-regulated activities, Le., activities related to trouble calls
where the customer subscribed to an unregulated serVice plan that protects the customer
from having to pay a regulated charge for trouble calls related to "inside wiring"
problems. Initially Comcast suggested that these "inside wiring" customers would not
affect the resulting HSC or the average time associated with trouble calls. Finally, after
many months of delay, Comcast agreed to provide a sample of the first fifteen days in
August of 2008 for the Augusta sample system, dividing these trouble calls between
those customers that had an unregulated "inside wire maintenance plan" ("IWMP") and
those that did not. 2 The Consultants have reviewed that sample information.
The Consultant's review has confirmed the original assumption that Comcast has
commingled regulated and unregulated activities in determining the average time for
trouble calls. Comcast provided data showing that both the IWMP trouble calls and the
regulated trouble calls had exactly the same average time to complete these trouble
Comeast filed the saIne National 1205 on April I, 2007 and again on October 1, 2007 with
. Montgomery County, Maryland.
Comcast's responses indicated that a "new" work order system was being implemented in Augusta.
The sample information provided clearly shows start and stop times on the work order. It is precisely this
information identifying actual times that the Consultants have been requesting for years that eould be
used to eonfirm the system estimates that Comeast has been using. Actual data is always better then
estimates and the Consultants expect that Comcast will have to provide such actual data in future reviews
as we now know it is available.
J

Frederick E. Ellrod III, Esquire
Miller & Van Eaton, P.L.L.C.
September 12,2008
~age 2 of3
calls, which is 51 'minutes. Our review has found that the calls thatComcast has
identified as trouble calls in,the sample inClude (l) activities outside of the demarcation
point (outside of 12" inches of the subscriber's residence); (2) activities that are
equipment-related (relate to maintenance and repair of converters, remotes, DVRs and'
AlB switches) that are recovered in the monthly lease rates for those types of
equipment; and (3) activities associated with service issues related to Comcast High
Speed Internet (CHSI) and Comcast Digital Voice (Comcast's phone service), which
are unregulated services. In addition, approximately 35% of the sample of trouble calls
, were to customers covered by the IWMP.
When one removes those calls which are not includable in the trouble call category
(items identified as (1), (2) and (3) above), the non~IWMP average time drops from 51
to 42 minutes and the IWMP trouble calls drops from 51 to 47 minutes. This review
indicates that the non-IWMP calls are shorter in time that those covered by an IWMP .
.This was the conclusion we had arrived at in our original Report, as it se,emed likely
that a customer paying a monthly fee for the IWMP would be more likely' to call
Comcast and to have Comcast address more problems and potentially more difficult
Issues.
From our review of this sample, it became Clear that Comcast may actually be charging
customers regulated trouble call ,fees either for regulated activities that are being
recovered elsewhere or for unregulated activities. For example, we found numerous
instances in this limited sample where a trouble call was being charged when the real
problem was a faulty converter box. Comcast has included in its Form 1205 the costs
associated with installation, maintenance and repair of converter boxes in the
determination of the converter rates. Thus, if Comcast charges a customer an additional
amount for repair or replacement of a converter box, it is double-recovering its costs.
We also found examples where Comcast is charging a customer for a trouble call where
the issue relates to a problem outside· of the demarcation point for the home., For
example, one of the trouble yalls re'lated to burying a drop cable, and another related to
repairing a downed drop cable. It would appear that Comeast has not properly trained
its service personnel as to what activities can be charged under the regulated trouble call

category and which items cannot be charged for. '
. Recommendations

From this "trouble call" ·data alone we cannot calculate ,a reliable estimate of the Hourly
Service Charge (HSC), as the provided sample is far too small to be reliably \lSed.
Therefore we recommend that our original Report's recommended equipment and
installation charge be implemented, as we have been able to confirm that IWMP trouble
calls are improperly included in the Form 1205 and the only regulatory way t9 remove
that impact, based on the available information, is to offset the revenues derived from the
IWMP from Comcast's,hybrid calculation of unregulated and regulated costs.
We recommend that Comeast be required to remove all IWMP trouble calls, those related
to problems outside 'of the demarcation point, and those related to repair and replacement
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Frederick E.· Ellrod III, Esquire
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of converter boxes in its next filing. Comcast should also identify training steps employed
to prevent these improper charges in the future.
Sincerely,
AsHP AUGH & SCULCO, CPAs, PLC

Garth T. Ashpaugh, CPA
President & Member
FRONT RANGE CONSULTING, INC.

Richard D. Treich
CEO

Final Report.
Regarding
the
2007 FCC Form 1205
filed by
Corncast Cable Communications, LLC

February, ZOOS

ASHPAUGH " SCULCO, CPA"

PLC

CCfliried PubliC' A(tDunt~nu and Co"tl,lhau

Front Range Consulting, Inc.

Ashpaugh & Seuleo, CPAs, PLC ("A&S'') and Front Range Consulting, Inc. ("FRC")
(collectively "Consultants") are pleased to provide the 2007 .comcast Fonn 1205 Participating
Communities l ("Participants") this Final Report regarding the FCC Form 1205 rate filing made
by Comcast Cable CommWlications, LLC ("Comeast") dwing 2007. 2
.
I.

REPORT SYNOPSIS

The Consultants recommend that each participant adopt the proposed resolution of the identified'
Form 1205 issues. During the review of the Comeast Form 1205, the Consultants have identified
.three major issues with the Form 1205 as filed by Comeast. Those issues are:
•

Inside Wire Maintenance Plan (IWMP);

•

Installation times; and

•

Elimination of cost data of systems where Comeasthas received Effective Competition
(BC) designation..

·..JThe Consultants have requested data from Comcast in three separate requests. The second and
third requests asked Comeast to respond to prior requests or provide support not provided in the
response to the original request. In only one instance did Comeast provide the requested
response or support. The Consultants specifically informed Comeast that the responses were
necessary for the review and requested that Comeast provide supporting information to. support
Comeast's position and that to the extent Comeast did not provide the requested infonnation, the
Consultants would rely on their best available information. Comcast was also asked to contact
us if they did not understand any request. As will be discussed below in association with the
specific issues, it was necessary to proceed on the best available ihf9nnation since Comcast did
not provide the requested information.
.

n.

SCOPE OF REPORT

The Consultants were retained by the Participants to review the FCC Fonn 1205 submitted by
Corncast to the Participants in 2007. As this is the fourth review of the national Corncast FCC
Form 1205 by the Consultants, many of the issues that have been identified in the past review are
also incorporated in this filing making the impact of the continued review of the filing
cumulative. For example, based on the Consultants' identification of the issue in the 2006
review, Comeast made an adjustment to eliminate cable modem repair costs in the 2007 1205.
The Consultants based this. review of the 2007 filing on Corneast's responses to data requests.

I City of Albuquerque, NM, Metro Nashville-Davidson County, TN, Montgomery County, :MD, Federal Way, WA,
and West Central Cable Agency, IL.
.

2

Comcast filed the national FCC Fonn i 205 with Mont8omery COWlty, l\1D on April I, 2007 and October 1, 2007.
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SUMMARY OF FORM 1205.FILlNG
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INSTALLATION CHARGES
Hourly Service Charge

$34.24

535.18'.,

Unwired Installation

$45.10

$47.10'

Prewired Installation

$29.35

~:

533.58

(51.60)

$44.95

($2.15)

$31.10

. (S1.48)

SI6.84

(SO.80)

$25.87

(SI.23)

Addition O,utlet (Same Trip)

$14.49

' ~32.58
..".
517,64 ,

Addition Outlet (Separate Trip)

$24.25

,527.10

Relocate Outlet

$19.41'

521.36 .,',

$20.39

($0.97)

Upgrade

$18.49

$17.97 "

$17.15

($0.82)

S14.07

($0.67)

"

"

Downgrade

SI~.74

$15.32

Change of Service (Addressable)

S1.99

VCRlDVD (Same Trip)

57.29

VCRlDVD (Separate Trip)

. $1.99·
. ':' $7;~6 '

$7.31

(50.35)

... $i'4~84

S14.17

(50.67)

, ,S2lt91

$27.59

(51.32)

$15.83
"

$25.34

Customer Trouble Call
EQUIPMENT RENTAL

51.99

'

,

,

.

Remote

$0.23

$0.25

50.25

Basic-only Converter

$1.14

" ,,'SI.13

$1.08

(SO.05)

Converter (DigitaIJAnalog)

54.01

,$3.74

$3.68

($0.06)

HDIDVRlHD-DVR Converter

$9.91

$9.99 ' .

$9.94

(SO.05)

CableCARD

$1.91

52.06

$2.06

IV.

FCC FORM 1205 ISS1I.F$ ]DEN I IFIED

The Consultants have identified three issues with the Comcast filing. The three issues are:
•

Inside Wire Maintenance Plan (IWMP);

.' Installation times; and
•

Elimination of cost data
(EC) designation,·

of systems where Corneast has received Effective Competition
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IV(A). INSIDE WIRE MAINTENANCE PLAN UWMP)

The Consultants identified this issue in prior reviews but did not have the information to proceed
with an adjustment. Corneast has been previously informed that this issue was an area of
interest. The Consultants requested detailed information in regard to Comcast's IWMP in each
of the 3 requests. Comeast has not provided the support or information requested. For example,
the Consultants asked Comcast.in the third request to question 8:
Comcast responded to request 17 (c) by stating:
Inside wire maintenance costs have not been removed from Schedule B. Please see the.
previously prQvided Federal Communications Commission's Memorandum Opinion and
Order that was released on September 19, 1996. Paragraph 11 of this document states that
"Our rules provide that charges for such service contracts must be based on the operators
HSC' multiplied by either the estimated average number or the actual number of hours for
maintenance and repair". Please note that the footnote at the bottom of this page is quoted
directly from the Memorandum Opinion and Order.
The Consultant's have reviewed that aforementioned Order by the FCC and request that
Comcast confirm that Corncast intends to treat its IWMPs as regulated equipment charges
as the Order was relative to a regulated charge for such inside wire. IfComcast is not
treating the current IWMPs as being regulated, please explain how the response provided
by Comcast is anything but misleading.
Comcast responded:
Comeast treats the Service Protection Plan (in home wire ,maintenance plan or "SPP")
price as unregulated in accordance with FCC rules since the plan covers cable television
wiring, telephone.wiring and high speed data service wiring.
The response by Comeast IS not misleading. Since not all customers subscribe to the
Service Protection Plan and those that do subscribe to the SPP subscribe "at will,"
Comcast must take into consideration the costs for every video in home wiring service call
in calculating the Hourly Service Charge. Ifthe customer does not subscribe to the SPP,
the customer is charged for a trouble call per the rate card..
Prior to introducing the Service Protection Plan, all customers were charged a trouble call
charge for video in home wiring service calls. The SPP provides customers an alternative
to paying a trouble call charge, but it does not eliminate the cost of materials and the tim.e
involved by Comeast personnel in completing such repairs. The eosts must be included in
the rate form. The recovery of the costs depends upon Mlether the particular subscriber
chooses to proceed under the rate card trouble call charge orthe SPP.
From this response, Comeast has made it clear that it treats the IWMP as being unregulated .
under the FCC rules but has also included all of the costs and hours associated with these
IWMPs in the Form 1205.. The Consultants beli eve that the intent of the Form 1205 is to identi fy
only those costs which support regulated equipment and installation activities. Including the
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costs associated with an unregulated activity within the form 1205 has improperly co-mingled
regulated and unregulated costs and hours making the computed HSC by Comcast unreliable.'
When the Consultants attempted to remove the unregulated IWMP costs by requesting the
necessary data from Comeast, Comcast responded to the third request item 9 as follows:
Request 2,.1 in the letter dated December 12, 2007 from the Consultants was:
2-1. For each sample system, please identify the number of subscribers
pUrchasing an inside wire maintenance plan (IWMP) by month.
Comcast responded:
The number of subsCribers purchasing an inside wire maintenance plan by month
is not relevant to the review of the FCC Form 1205.
FCC rules state: "The franchising authority shall state a justification for each item of
information requested 'and, where related to an FCC Form 393 (and/or FCC Forms
"') ,1200/1205) filing, indicate the question or section of the form to which the request
specifically relates."
'
Since there is no line of the FCC Form 1205 that requires any type of subscriber
infonnation, please state a justification for "the nwnber of subscribers purchasing an
inside wire maintenance plan" and indicate'the section of the fonn to which the request
specifically relates. '
'
Request 2-3 in the I~er dated December 12,2007 from theConsultants was:
2-3. For each sample system, please provide the total dollar amount of revenues
received from subscribers for subscription to an IWMP.

Comeast responded:
The total dollar amount of revenues received from subscribers for subscription
to an IWMP is not relevant to the review of the FCC Form 1205.
'FCC rules state: "The franchising authority shall state a justifi.cation for each item of
information requested and, where related to an FCC Form 393 '(andlor FCC Fonus
120011205) filing, indicate the quest:ionor section of the form to which the request

specifically relates."
Since there is no line of the FCC Form 1205 that requires any type of revenue information,
please state a justification for "the total dollar amount of revenues received from
subscribers for subscription to an IWMP" and indicate the section cifthe form to which the
request specifically relates.
The Consultants beijeve that Comcast's refusal to provide the requested material, albeit with the
ability for Corncast to have corrunuD.icat~d directly with the Consultants rather than quoting the
FCC from 1993, has forced the Consultants to use their best available information in' order to
~e the necessary adj ustments. ,

By not making the,adjustment to either eliminate the hours and costs associated with the IWMPs, ,
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Comcast is able to over recovery its costs associated with its regulated equipment and gain a
return on these regulated activities that is in excess of the 11.25%. It is certain that with this
"insurance" like IWMP that the costs incurred by Comeast could be dramaticaJly above and
below the recovered revenues from subscribers. Therefore following typical utility regulatory
theory, the Consultants have elected to offset Comcast's operating expenses contained in the
Form 1205 by the estimated revenues that Comeast will receive from subscribers to the IWMPs.
In response to the third request Comcast did provide a copy of the notice and tenns ofthe IWMP
provided to subscribers. The rate for the service is $3.95 per month. The Consultants have
estimated that Comeast recei ved over $200 million in 2006 from the IWMPs and have assigned
17.84% of that amount as a credit to the regulated equipment and installation activities.
This adjustment lowers the Hourly Service Charge (HSC) from $35~ 18 to $33.58 and lowers the
corresponding rates for installation activities and ~quipment charges which are base in whole or
in part on the HSC.
IY(B). INSTALLATION TIMES

The Consultants investigated the computations by Corncast of the estimated installation times.
Comcast was requested to p'rovide internal billing and scheduling programs where time or point
values were used to assign and route technicians. Finally after the third attempt at securing this
information, Comcast provided the Con~ultants with "selected" e~amples. The Consultants do
not believe that these were randomly chosen but were rather "selected" as point values that
appear to be reasonably close to times used in the Form 1205. The process that is used by
Comcast is to ask the selected sample systemS to provide estimates as to the installation times.
That process has not changed since 1993 when the first 1205's were prepared. In today's world
of"just-in-time" order processing and service calls, it seem highly unlikely that Corneast does
not have internal actual data from the installers that would be a better basis then some
"guesstament" by the filed personnel. The Consultants cannot even guess as to impact this
would have on the Form 1205 as Comeast has refused to provide anything but a "selected"
examples even though this request was part of the Consultants original request. The Consultants
recommend that. Comeast be required to use to the maximum extent available the internal
scheduling and routing program times rather·that "guesstaments" for it next Form 1205.
IV(O. ELIMINATION OF COST DATA OF SYSTEMS WHERE COMCAST HAS
RECEIVED EFFEcTIvE COMPEllTION (EO DESIGNATION

The Consultants requested information from Corneast relative to areas and systems where
Corncast (or the prior cable franchisee) has requested and been granted designation of Effective
Competition (EC). With the EC designation, rates are no longer regulated meaning Corneast can
charge whatever rate it wants for installations and equipment. Comcast can bundle the rate with
the service by charging an inflated service rate to recover its costs or choose any other viable
option for recovery of those costs. While the Consultants have no evidence of this, by allowing
Corneast to include EC costs and activities in the 1205, sets the potential for subsidization of
unregulated activities by regulated activities.
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Public Service Commissions routinely require cost allocation manuals to support the separation
of unregulated costs and ~tivities froIll regulated costs and activities. The Consultants
recommend the Participants include this requirement in their orders concerning the 2007 filed
FCC Form 1205.
V.

POTENI1AL RATE IMPACTS

The potential rate impa9ts for the FCC Form 1205 issues identified above are difficult to

quantify becausethe Consultants cannot estimate them ,!\,ithout significantly more information
from Comcast. The Consultants recommend that the Participants require Comeast to provide
each Participant an individual refund plan detailing the amoWlt of refunds by category. The
refund should identify the total dollars to each cable subscriber as a one time bill credit with
interest.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The Consultants recommend that the Participants issue a Rate Order consistent with the
recommended MPRs identified in Attachment A, (the revised Form 1205) of this Final Report.
Report Presented By:

Garth T. Ashpaugh, CPA
Ashpaugh & Seulco, CPAs, PLC
1133 Louisiana Avenue, Suite 106
Winter Park, FL 32789
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